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Sold into the sex trade at 13, Maya has only known a world of ruthless
men, surviving on her beauty, innocent charm and – hanks to an eidetic
memory – a plethora of secrets. Coveted by a powerful politician and
privy to a vast criminal conspiracy involving corrupt cops, drug cartels
and a psychopathic pimp, Maya narrowly survives a murder attempt
in the remote pinewoods of South Georgia, saved by an eccentric
bootlegger named Leonard Moye.

French edition
coming in
August 2017

Finding sanctuary with Leonard on his rural homestead, Maya learns of
the peculiar man’s dark past and misanthropic views, and a powerful
bond forms between them. As treacherous forces close in on Maya,
Leonard realizes the time to face the painful truths of his life has come,
and he’ll stop at nothing to protect his uncommon new companion.
Peter Farris’ novel, GHOST IN THE FIELDS, is a daring literary thriller
and a mesmerizing tale of friendship between two haunted souls.

PETER FARRIS was born in 1979. He is a graduate of Yale
University and now lives in Cobb County, Georgia. LAST
CALL FOR THE LIVING is his first published novel. His second
novel GHOST IN THE FIELDS is forthcoming in France and in
the United States.

Worldwide rights
available
except :
English
French : Gallmeister
Material available :
English text
French translation

“GHOST IN THE FIELDS chronicles the weird, hard America, where
violence is omnipresent and redemption comes in whimpers, not
triumphal yells. Nobody writes with the brilliant, uncompromising
force of Peter Farris.”
BENJAMIN WHITMER
“With GHOST IN THE FIELDS, Peter Farris firmly establishes himself
as a leading voice of a new generation of Southern Gothic novelists.
Unflinching, stark, and poignant, Farris reveals a gloriously vicious
America with just enough glimpses of humanity to make the reader
believe in redemption.”
JON BASSOFF
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